How to Apply
Full Cover Roll On
Dulux Texture Full Cover Roll On™ is a flexible acrylic texture producing
a flattened render finish. This traditional render texture is able to fill
and level brick mortar joints and other surface imperfections.
Dulux Texture Full Cover Roll On uses a special Full Cover Texture Roller™
that enables higher build applications for faster delivery and levelling.
Once applied by roller, the material is float trowelled and levelled
to a traditional render style.
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Applying 1 coat of Dulux Texture Primer™ is recommended
to condition the surface and aid application of successive
coats. Areas that aren’t accessible by roller, should be
cut in with a brush. Apply 1 coat of Dulux Texture Primer
with a roller and allow 4 hours dry time before applying
Dulux Texture Full Cover Roll On.
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Stir contents of Dulux Texture Full Cover Roll On with
a broad flat paddle using an up and down scooping
motion. Pour contents into a deep roller bucket
or tray. Using a Full Cover Texture Roller, load the
roller, then deliver material to the wall in vertical
strips to ½ to ¾ metre from the ground upwards with
a smooth steady action. Avoid rolling downwards
as excess material may fall from the roller.
After 4-5 roller widths have been applied the levelling
process should be commenced.
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Levelling must continue before the skin dries. Working from the ground upwards,
hold the plastic float against the surface so that the leading edge is raised
and angled at approximately 45 degrees. This process can be done in pairs,
with one person levelling as the other continues delivering product to the wall.
Push the material across the surface to fill joints and low spots. This process
should broadly distribute and level the roller applied texture before it sets.

Finishing must continue before the skin dries. Finish (float) the levelled area
in circular strikes to further fill and even out material. Use harder pressure
to fill low spots. Work in larger, lighter strokes as material levels out. Use a
clean bucket of water and a sponge to clean and keep the plastic float moist.

Note: Dulux Texture Full Cover Roll On is applied up to 10 times thicker than normal paint with the specially
designed Full Cover Texture Roller. First coat application over brick walls will primarily fill joints and may
require subsequent application to fully hide the brick outline. Prefilling and levelling deep mortar joints with
a suitable grouting, cement or render will lessen the number of coats required.
Tools Required
F
 ull Cover Texture Roller,
heavy duty roller frame & pole

 Good quality masking film
and external grade tape

 Plastic float trowel

 Drop sheets (disposable)

 Wide application pail or roller tray
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